EMEA Supply Chain Analyst,
Healthcare (Brussels)
Organisation
The world’s largest and most diverse medical devices and diagnostics company is looking for a
graduate passionate about supply chain. The company embraces research and science - bringing
innovative ideas, products and services to advance the health and well-being of people.

Function
The EMEA Supply Chain Analyst is responsible for preparing the EMEA Demand plan,
consolidating the local market demand plans & handover to the Global Planning
Team. Additional responsibilities include Network Planning activities and support aiming to
deliver on key results measures including customer service, inventory, and cost improvements.
Responsibilities:














Responsible for EMEA Demand plan, outcomes & related KPI’s.
Responsible for analyzing demand and supply patterns and identify exceptions that require
further review with the Commercial, Supply and Finance partners to develop a collaborative
demand and supply plans for products in all phases of the product life cycle.
Responsible for key inputs into the EMEA Business review process.
Responsible for integrating demand and supply scenario planning into the planning process.
Responsible for inventory target setting, the propagation of inventory through the network, and
to monitor inventory health across the network.
Responsible for coordinating the product allocation process.
Responsible for collecting, analyzing, consolidating, and reporting Supply Chain data, aiming
to;
o Improve Customer Service
o Optimize Inventory Levels
o Support flawless execution of initiatives with the Team
Responsible for identifying and driving improvements of the Sales & Operations, demand,
inventory and network planning processes, including planning and parameters, and understand
impact of required changes. Continuous exploitation of existing systems and data to improve
business processes.
Able to develop and project manage local programs to deliver significant improvement in KPI’s.
Responsible for providing data to improve supply chain effectiveness and performance,
primarily through focus on analysis and clear metrics reporting.

Profile
Essential:














Strong organization and planning skills
Accuracy with attention to detail
Ability to translate complex situations into simple working solutions
Proactive approach
Can drive continuous process improvements
Proficient user of MS Office, Excel, Word, Powerpoint
Strong problem solving skills
Customer focused
Excellent communication and analytical skills
Strong teaming and collaboration and influencing skills
Strong analytical skills
Master's degree

Are you up for the challenge?
Apply today by sending your CV to Sylvie De Bruyckere, sylvie@crossbridge.be

